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	Teledermatology: A User's Guide was written to provide practical information for those individuals contemplating or planning a teledermatology program or expanding their current use of teledermatology. It focuses on the practical aspects of teledermatology implementation while providing a comprehensive treatment of the topic. Discussions include: business models and reimbursement issues; the current status of teledermatology research; the integration of teledermatology into dermatology residency training programs; ethical considerations; confidentiality issues; and the "art of teledermatology." It explores the technical aspects of teledermatology and describes the differences between live interactive techniques and store and forward techniques. This book is intended to provide both novice and seasoned teledermatologists with comprehensive and practical information on teledermatology. Many of the chapter authors are among the world experts in teledermatology and have developed successful and viable teledermatology programs. The knowledge presented here is based on the lessons they have learned in the course of teledermatology development.
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The Wiley-Blackwell Dictionary of Modern European History Since 1789John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The Wiley-Blackwell Dictionary of Modern European History Since 1789 is an authoritative and accessible reference guide to the major people, events, and issues that have shaped the development of Europe from the French Revolution to the present day. * Features almost a thousand alphabetical entries on modern European history* Offers extensive...
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Matlab, Second Edition: A Practical Introduction to Programming and Problem SolvingButterworth-Heinemann, 2011

	The purpose of this book is to teach fundamentals of programming concepts and
	skills needed for basic problem solving, all using MATLABW as the vehicle.
	MATLAB is a powerful software package that has built-in functions to accomplish
	a diverse range of tasks, from mathematical operations to three-dimensional
	imaging. Additionally,...
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Professional WinFX Beta: Covers "Avalon" Windows Presentation Foundation and "Indigo" Windows Communication FoundationWrox Press, 2005
Professional WinFX Beta:  Covers "Avalon" Windows Presentation Foundation and "Indigo" Windows Communication Foundation
Windows development is about to dramatically change! WinFX is an object-oriented API that will allow you to create applications that take advantage of the exciting features in Windows® Vista (previously...
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Rev Up to Excel 2010: Upgraders Guide to Excel 2010Holy Macro! Books, 2010

	
		This updated edition of Excel 2007 Miracles Made Easy features the amazing new upgrades offered in Excel 2010 and prepares users to transition to it. Covering only the revised components in Excel 2010, this manual shows how to navigate the ribbon interface and leverage the new business-intelligence...
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Practice-Based Innovation: Insights, Applications and Policy ImplicationsSpringer, 2011

	The book describes and analyses the new environment for innovation, it does this with an emphasis on yet uncharted regions within the field of practice-based innovation, coming up with guidelines for innovation policy measures needed in order to realise this. While it focuses on these policies it also takes into account multi-actor innovation...
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Advanced .NET DebuggingAddison Wesley, 2009

	The Only Complete, Practical Guide to Fixing the Toughest .NET Bugs


	 


	Advanced .NET Debugging is the first focused, pragmatic guide to tracking down today’s most complex and challenging .NET application bugs. It is the...
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